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Ã¢â‚¬Å“These are joyous books, beautifully organized, full of pleasure even for the non-traveler

and wonderful to handleÃ¢â‚¬â€•marvelous examples of modern bookmaking.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€•V.

S. NaipaulÃ¢â‚¬Å“Simply the most luxurious travel guides going. . . . Jewel-toned and gorgeously

laid out. Practically the only thing they canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t do is call you a cab.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€•Elle

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

"Combines the beauty of a coffee-table tome with the hard facts and compact size of a traditional

guidebook." -- "Vogue A city of incomparable beauty, culture and history, Paris has enchanted

writers from Balzac to Hemingway and artists from Monet to Picasso. Paris is the place travelers

return to year after year -- to revisit favorite cafes, museums, parks and palaces, to take in the art

and architecture, fragrance and couture, music and cuisine. Discover the "city of lights." Sample the

sights and sounds of Paris, from the gloriously restored Marais district to historic Left Bank streets

with their irresistible antique shops. Visit the places you have always heard about: the Pantheon,

burial site of Voltaire, Hugo and Rousseau; Notre-Dame, masterpiece of Gothic architecture and

haunt of the fictional Quasimoto; the Paris Opera, with its glittering chandeliers and resplendent

ceiling painted by Chagall. Go underground and explore the famous catacombs or venture out to



the celebrated sites nearby, including Versailles, Vaux-le-Viocomte and Chantilly. Discover the

romance of Paris with detailed itineraries to guide you through one of Europe's most beloved cities.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I found this book in a store and as soon as I saw it, I bought it! The artist for this book is great and

there is a bird's eye map/drawing for almost every Manhattn neighborhood. Nearly an encyclopedia

for New York Culture! Even if you don't plan on going to NYC soon, get this book if you enjoy

architecture.

We used this book on our first visit to Manhatten and found the book to be very helpful. After

preparing for our visit with this book, I felt comfortable and a familiarity with the city.
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